Woman & People of Color in Physics — Facebook/Twitter Project

Science thrives on the diversity of her contributors and relies on people of many different cultures, ethnicities, genders, orientations, and backgrounds of all kinds. The purpose of this project is to research the history and personal information of a woman or person of color in the field of physics.

Scientist Profile:
On a (40 cm × 45 cm) poster or in a digital presentation, list the following information. The profile should be colorful, neat and organized. Be creative, but not with the facts.

• Sex, Birthday, Hometown, Relationship Status, Interested In, Looking for, Political Views, Religious Views
• Status
• Profile Picture, Photos
• Activities, Interests, Favorite Books, Favorite Quotation, About Me (40-50 words)
• Education, Employer(s), Job, When, Where
• Groups
• Friends

Wall Posts/Tweets:
• Minimum 15 posts with appropriate dates that exemplify key moments/themes in their lives

As an alternative to the Facebook/Twitter stylings, you may put together a powerpoint presentation which includes the above information.

All project must include an MLA bibliography (on back for FB/Twitter) — projects will earn 0 pts without bibliography (minimum of 3 sources)